
Austin A40 and BMC 1100 & 1300  
By Richard Maxted 

Introduction 
This manual now only covers the A40, 1100 and 1300 Pack. You will find them under Vehicles and 

People type things as: 

RMAX_ (vehicle type)_(colour) 

I don't know if you can use them as Moving Traffic on roads, but they work just fine a static objects.  

The cars have no glowing headlights - as static objects this would look odd. 

To make your own cars is dead easy.   Every car has only one texture.  The texture is a simple alpha 

reflection one.  If you do not include an alpha channel the car will be very shiny but it will work.   

The cars are then mainly simple Reskin Blueprints which replace a “master” texture with another.  

This makes adding new colours a quick and easy process and keeps the number of files used small.  It 

makes for very efficient model use as well.  Have a look at the Grey Mini to see how it all works. 

Version Control 
Release Description Date 

v1 
Austin A40 Mk1 & Mk2, Morris 1300 4 door, Austin 1100 2 door with a joint 

manual for all vehicles 
November 2015 

v2 Identical but with separate manuals for each vehicle pack Unknown 

   

   

Conditions & Licence – PLEASE READ THIS 
For freeware that you develop for yourself or for release as freeware on any website or system, you 

have an absolute and total right of ownership.  This package contains only assets made by me – it 

does not need any other downloads. It does use unmodified generic Railworks wagon sounds and a 

driver.  You may use it, clone it, modify it, rebadge and rebrand it. 

It may not be used where payment is sought or other commercial activities. I reserve absolutely the 

right to determine what is commercial. Charityware is commercial but is likely to be granted access. 

If you release this stock modified then please do keep in mind that others will be using it in an 

original form. Please DO NOT USE the RMAX_ prefix to the files you make but add your own.  This is 

to ensure the originals stay the same and to allow me room to expand the collection. 



The Austin A40 

 

The Austin A40 pack includes both the Mark 1 with an inset radiator seen above and the Mark 2 

shown below which is identified by the wider radiator. 

 

The colours are as close as I can get to those shown on websites.  The red is particularly tricky as it 

faded so badly so this red is a sort of half way house.   



Austin 1100 and Morris 1300. 

 

The pack includes both the Austin 1100 shown above and the Morris 1300 shown below. 

 

The Morris 1300 has the rounder radiator and I have textured them as 4 door versions - the model 

for both is actually exactly the same.  The differences are just due to the textures applied.  This is 

quite deliberate as in practise there were 2 and 4 door versions of both the Austin and Morris 

badged cars.  There were also 1100 and 1300 powered versions on both badges.  The only reason 

there were actually Morris and Austin versions was because there were separate dealer networks 

who would not sell a joint car…madness. 

I had to do these as they were the first family car I remember clearly ( the dark blue colour) although 

we did have an A40 in light blue I think. 

 


